Note: Due to the latest escalated COVID-19 situation in China and the local city restrictions, the Beijing event will be moved to online. Please follow instructions sent to you by email.

Local attendees will need to check in for both the conference and the hotel (if a reservation is made at the hotel) at the Grand Gongda Jianguo Hotel. More information about the local program will be found in the brochure once you register.

Note that presenters at the local conference will also need to present at the virtual conference based on the US Seattle timezone. Registered presenters will receive a passcode for entering the zoom to attend the conference. Please follow “Virtual Conference Guidelines”.

Conference Hotel

The conference will be being held at the Grand Gongda Jianguo Hotel (北京工大建国饭店). The address of the hotel is: 100 Pingleyuan, Chaoyang, Beijing, China. Telephone: 010-59102222. You can make reservations in the registration websites. If you have any question for room booking, please contact Yue Xiang (email: room@baibuhz.com, Tel: 13616533066)
Transportation

- The hotel is 1 minute away to Metro Line 14.
- Beijing Capital International Airport: 32 kilometers away from the hotel, 45 minutes by car.
- Beijing Railway Station: 11 kilometers away from the hotel, 20 minutes by car.
- Beijing West Railway Station: 20 kilometers away from the hotel, 47 minutes by car.

Surrounding

- Happy valley (欢乐谷): 1.5 kilometers away from the hotel
- Beijing Yansha Outlets Shopping Center（北京燕莎奥特莱斯购物中心）: 970 meters away from the hotel
- Jingweizhai Fruit Tree Roast Duck (京味斋(华威桥北工大饭店)): 330 meters away from the hotel

- Donglaishun Restaurant (东来顺(工大店)): 949 meters away from the hotel

For any questions regarding Beijing events, please contact the local Co-Chairs:

Zhi Cai (caiz@bjut.edu.cn)

Xiao Pan (smallpx@stdu.edu.cn)

Chengyang Zhang (zhchengyang@gmail.com)